
UNMCF Highcom  
UNMCF NCO COURSE TRAINING GUIDE 

 
Expectations- As a non-commissioned officer (NCO) in the UNMCF it’s expected that 
you as a small unit leader can accomplish the following tasks.  

● Set the example 
● Enforce good order and discipline 
● Lead other members 
● Accomplish the mission 
● Know your members, and keep your members informed 
● Uphold the integrity and traditions of the UNMCF  
● Basic tactics 

 
Purpose- UNMCF NCO’s play a critical role in accomplishing any given mission. 
NCO’s help commanders employ and effectively use elements in order to meet the 
commander's intent. The NCO will also lead small units such as fire teams (FT) and 
squads (SQD) and are responsible for the training and development of all junior 
members. 
 
Setting the example - Setting the Example is defined as “Behave in a way that should 
(or will) be imitated”. It usually is referring to setting a good example. Setting an 
example in this clan can mean many things for example. Wearing the proper uniform,  
conducting training and recruitment with respect and professionalism, acting and 
performing to your enlisted the way you were treated as an enlisted, to fight the good 
fight, and to never give up. At the end of the day it is the NCOs job to set the example.  
 
Good Order And Discipline- Good order and discipline is defined as “  is supposed to 
represent a core military principle, a unique. condition critical to operational success 
that sets the military apart from the rest of society”. It is important to ensure that good 
order and discipline is upheld in order to assure the clan's reputation meets the 
expectation and to enforce universal guidelines in ethics throughout the UNMCF. 
 
Mission- In the UNMCF other than real world responsibilities mission comes first. 
The NCO is crucial to accomplishing the mission at hand because the NCO will aid in 
leading other members to meet the commander's intent. NCO’s must be able to make 
critical on the spot decisions so that mission accomplishment is assured.  
 



Traditions- UNMCF NCO’s are the “Keepers of tradition”  it is expected that all NCO’s 
mentor junior members, teach them about the clans, history, traditions, motto, and our 
views and intent in the Halo Clan Community.  


